The objectives of this study were to isolate and physically localize expressed resistance (R ) genes on wheat chromosomes. Irrespective of the host or pest type, most of the 46 cloned R genes from 12 plant species share a strong sequence similarity, especially for protein domains and motifs. By utilizing this structural similarity to perform modified RNA fingerprinting and data mining, we identified 184 putative expressed R genes of wheat. These include 87 NB/LRR types, 16 receptor-like kinases, and 13 Pto-like kinases. The remaining were seven Hm1 and two Hs1 pro-1 homologs, 17 pathogenicity related, and 42 unique NB/kinases. About 76% of the expressed R-gene candidates were rare transcripts, including 42 novel sequences. Physical mapping of 121 candidate R-gene sequences using 339 deletion lines localized 310 loci to 26 chromosomal regions encompassing ‫%61ف‬ of the wheat genome. Five major R-gene clusters that spanned only ‫%3ف‬ of the wheat genome but contained ‫%74ف‬ of the candidate R genes were observed. Comparative mapping localized 91% (82 of 90) of the phenotypically characterized R genes to 18 regions where 118 of the R-gene sequences mapped.
W HEAT crop is attacked by a variety of pests, in-
Wendel 2000; Wicker et al. 2001) . Although it is feasible to target the gene-rich regions, nontranscribing recluding insects, pathogens, viruses, and nemapeated DNA interspersing these regions poses a serious todes. On average, these pests cause 20-37% yield loss hindrance to genomic manipulation of genes (Feuillet worldwide, translating to ‫07$ف‬ billion/year (http:/ /pseru.
and Keller 1999 Stein et al. 2000; Wicker et al. ars.usda.gov; Pimental et al. 1997) . Genetic manipula-2001; SanMiguel et al. 2002; Yan et al. 2003) . Furthertion of resistance (R) genes is an efficient, economical, more, in addition to the repeated DNA, most wheat and well-tested method of controlling wheat pests.
genes have multiple orthologs and in some cases paraAbout 269 R genes conferring resistance to various pests logs. Nonfunctional or diverged-function gene copies have been identified in wheat or its wild relatives (McInmay further complicate genome manipulation. As a retosh et al. 2000) . Of the 110 that are well studied, 80 sult, very few genes with known function have been R genes show single-gene inheritance (3:1 ratio in F 2 ) cloned in wheat. Therefore, approaches that specifically and seem to have the gene-for-gene interaction with the target an expressed part of the genome are particularly pests. Inheritance of the remaining 30 genes is complex desirable for cloning wheat genes. and the resistance seems to be manifested in a nonspeThus far, 46 R genes conferring resistance against cific manner. The wheat genome is ‫61ف‬ million kb/happathogens, insects, nematodes, and viruses attacking 12 loid cell (Arumuganathan and Earle 1991). About 95-plant species have been cloned (Dilbirligi and Gill 99% of the genome is nontranscribing (Sandhu and 2004) . Most of the cloned R genes are structurally con Gill 2003) . Most of the wheat genes are present in served and can be grouped into four distinct classes on clusters spanning physically small regions (gene-rich rethe basis of the presence of one or more of the nucleogions) of varying gene densities and numbers (Gill et tide-binding (NB) sites, receptor-like transmembrane al. 1996a,b; Sandhu and Gill 2002a; M. Dilbirligi, kinase (RLK) , cytoplasmic protein kinase (PK), and leu-M. Erayman, D. Sandhu and K. S. Gill, unpublished cine-rich repeat (LRR) domains (Hammond-Kosack results). The gene-rich regions are spaced by variously and Jones 1997; Meyers et al. 1999 ; Mondragon-Palosized blocks of nested retrotransposons and duplicated mino et al. 2002) . The class I, containing NB and LRR genes (SanMiguel et al. 1996; Panstruga et al. 1998;  (NB/LRR), is the largest with 31 members. This group of genes can have either a N-terminal coiled coil or a tool-interleukin receptor-like (TIR) domain (Meyers et Class III genes carry an extracellular LRR and a cytosolic Gill, unpublished results) . Most of the recombination occurs in the distal 50% of the chromosomes. There kinase domain that are connected by a single pass transmembrane domain. Class IV genes contain only the CPK may be as much as a 20-fold difference in the rate of recombination even among various gene-rich regions domain. Significant structural and functional differences, however, may exist among R genes within each (Sandhu and Gill 2002a ; M. Dilbirligi, M. Erayman, D. Sandhu and K. S. Gill, unpublished results) . In class. For instance, the LRR domain present in the Hs1 pro-1 gene is intercellular compared to Cf2, Cf4, Cf5, many plants, R genes have been shown to cluster on the chromosomes usually in the highly recombinogenic Cf9, Xa21, Ve1, and Ve2, where it is extracellular (Dixon et al. 1996; Cai et al. 1997; Kawchuk et al. 2001) .
subtelomeric ends (Botella et al. 1997; Meyers et al. 1999; Sakamoto et al. 1999; Halterman et al. 2001 ; The motifs present in the plant R-gene domains are highly conserved, and the sequence and order of the Brueggeman et al. 2002; Ernst et al. 2002; Goff et al. 2002; Richly et al. 2002; Akhunov et al. 2003) . Recombiconserved amino acids is often unique for the R genes. The LRR domain of plant R genes contains 9-41 impernation in regions immediately around the R genes, however, is usually suppressed (Noel et al. 1999 ; Chin et al. fect repeats, each ‫52ف‬ amino acids long with a consensus amino acid sequence of xx(L)x(L)xxxx (Cooley et 2001; Sun et al. 2001; Shen et al. 2002) . Because of the massive differences in the extent of recombination al. 2000). The PK domain of both Pto and Xa21 genes contains up to 25-amino-acid-long motifs where the first particularly around the R genes, the linkage-based analysis may be misleading. It is, therefore, imperative to three (DFG) and the last two (PE) residues are highly conserved (Liu et al. 2002) . Internal threonine (T) and reveal the physical location of the R genes. Furthermore, it should be possible to use this unique structural and serine (S) residues are essential for autophosphorylation and thus are conserved (Liu et al. 2002) . The kinasefunctional organization of R-gene-containing regions to verify the R-gene candidacy of any sequence. 1a (p-loop), kinase-2, and putative kinase-3a motifs of the NB domain of plant R genes have a consensus se-
The objectives of this study were: (i) to isolate and characterize the expressed fraction of the wheat R genes quence of GxxGxGK(T/S)T, LxxxDDVW, and Gxxxx TxR, respectively. These sequences are considerably difbelonging to all known classes and (ii) to physically map both phenotypically characterized R genes and the ferent from that present in other NB-encoding proteins (Hammond-Kosack and Jones 1997; Meyers et al. cloned R-gene candidates via comparative analysis and deletion mapping to understand their distribution in 1999).
Genomic DNA sequence analyses revealed that there the wheat genome. are 166 putative NB/LRR-containing genes in Arabidopsis thaliana and ‫006ف‬ in rice (Oryza sativa; Arabi-
MATERIALS AND METHODS
dopsis Genome Initiative 2000; Goff et al. 2002; Richly et al. 2002) . The number of functional or exPlant material: Fifty-four wheat lines possessing one or more pressed R genes, however, is not known. Analyses of R genes were used for the modified RNA fingerprinting NB/LRR-containing genomic sequences from various method. Nineteen nullisomic-tetrasomic lines (missing a pair of chromosomes, the deficiency of which is compensated for crop plants suggested that only a small fraction of the by a pair of homeologous chromosomes) and 13 ditelosomic R genes may be functional (Chin et al. 2001; Sun et al. lines (missing a pair of chromosome arms; Sears 1954) were 2001; Shen et al. 2002) . With the objective to clone used for arm location of the gene fragments. High-resolution resistance genes en masse, primers complementary to physical mapping of the R-gene sequences was accomplished the conserved sequences have been used to amplify geusing 339 wheat deletion lines (Endo and Gill 1996). nomic DNA of various crop plants (Leister et al. 1996;  RNA methods: Total RNA was isolated from the pooled leaf tissue from 3-to 4-week-old seedlings of the 54 R-gene- Yu et al. 1996; Collins et al. 1998) . Expressed sequence containing wheat lines using the guanidinium thiocyanatetagged (EST) transcripts for only 9 of the 173 resistant cesium chloride method (Sambrook et al. 1989 ) with a few gene analogs (RGAs) isolated from six major crop spemodifications. The tissue was ground to a fine powder in liquid cies have been observed (M. Dilbirligi and K. S. Gill, nitrogen and suspended in guanidinium thiocyanate buffer unpublished results; http:/ /www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ containing 1% mercaptoethanol and 0.5% sodium lauryl sarcosinate. After removing the cell debris by centrifugation, entrez). The proportion of expressed R genes is exsupernatant was layered on a 5.7 m CsCl/0.01 m EDTA solution pected to be even smaller in wheat because of the larger in an ultracentrifuge tube and centrifuged in a swinging genome size. bucket rotor (SW55Ti) at 40,000 rpm for ‫61ف‬ hr. The RNA It is well documented that recombination is highly pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and resuspended in TE uneven on the wheat and other eukaryotic chromocontaining 0.1% SDS. The poly(A) ϩ RNA was isolated following the standard protocol (Sambrook et al. 1989) .
somes. Detailed analysis of wheat homeologous group
Modified RNA fingerprinting and cloning: First-strand 1 chromosomes showed that recombination occurs cDNA synthesis and the subsequent PCR amplification for the mainly in gene-rich regions encompassing ‫%31ف‬ of the RNA fingerprinting reactions were carried out using the Delta genome (Sandhu and Gill 2002b GLPLAL  AACTCGAGAGNGCNAGNGGNAGGCC  256  T1  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTAA  -T2  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTAC  -T3  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTAG  -T4  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTCA  -T5  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTCC  -T6  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTCG  -T7  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTGA  -T8  CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTGC  -T9 CATTATGCTGAGTGATATCTTTTTTTTTGG -a Each T primer contains two underlined variant nucleotides at the 3Ј end. b Each underlined N within the p-loop and GLPLAL primers corresponds randomly to A, T, C, and G nucleotides.
p-loop (GVGKTT) and the hydrophobic (GLPLAL) domains ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; Altschul et al. 1997) . By comparing domain search, individual and multiple motif search, consensus of the cloned R genes, nine T primers were also used. The T primers had a common 19-bp sequence at the 5Ј end followed sequence search, and individual full-length search, we observed that the individual full-length search is the most sucby nine thymidine and two variable bases at the 3Ј end in all possible pairwise combinations of A, C, and G ( ; 2 cycles of 2 min at 94Њ, 5 min at 45Њ, 5 min at 68Њ; 25 cycles of 1 min at 94Њ, 1 min at 60Њ, and 2 min at 68Њ, followed quence comparison was performed to calculate the homology between the identified sequences and the known R genes (gap by 7 min at 68Њ. The amplification products were size separated on a 0.4-mm denaturing 5% polyacrylamide/8 m urea gel, opening penalty of 3.0 and gap extension penalty of 1.0). The identified wheat sequences were compared with the known R following standard sequencing gel protocol (Sambrook et al. 1989) . The gel containing 10 l of amplification product was genes to show their structural resemblance. Overall sequence similarity; presence and order of domains and motifs; serun at 70 W for 3-4 hr. The gel was then rinsed in TE buffer for ‫5ف‬ min, blotted onto a Whatman 3MM paper, and dried quence, location, and order of the conserved amino acids within the motifs; and size of the regions interspersing various using a gel dryer (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) at 80Њ for 2 hr. An X-ray film was placed on the dried gel and exposed for 3 motifs and domains were the criteria for structural resemblance comparisons. The MEME function of GCG and the to 4 days. The fragment bands were cut out of the gel and eluted by boiling in 50 l of TE for 5 min. The eluted DNA CLUSTALW function of Vector NTI (default values) were used to identify the motifs. Additional details of the analysis was reamplified using the corresponding primer pair, size separated on a 1% agarose gel, and purified using GENEof the identified sequences are given by M. Dilbirligi and K. S. Gill (unpublished results). CLEAN III KIT (Q-BIOgene). The fragments were cloned using the pGEM-T easy cloning system I (Promega, Madison, Physical mapping of phenotypically characterized wheat R genes: Physical localization of phenotypically characterized WI). The DNA sequencing was done commercially (http:/ / geneseek.com). The Sequencer 6.0 program and VecScreen wheat R genes was accomplished by comparative mapping. There are 269 R genes, including quantitative trait loci (QTL), (http:/ /www.ncbi.nlmn.nih.gov/) function were used to trim vector contamination. The trimmed sequences were grouped known in wheat or its wild relatives, of which 229 have been mapped on chromosomes, 147 have been mapped on chromoat 90% nucleotide identity level and the longest sequence from each group was used for further analysis. The TBLASTX some arms, and 90 have been mapped relative to molecular markers (McIntosh et al. 2000 ; http:/ /wheat.pw.usda.gov/ (nucleotide query-translated database), BLASTX (nucleotide query-protein database), and BLASTN (nucleotide-nucleotide ggpages/maps.shtml). A comprehensive wheat consensus genetic linkage map containing 1380 commonly used DNA markcomparison) version 2.1.2 (http:/ /www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) were used to assign putative functions to the sequences (Altschul ers has been constructed by combining information from 137 published maps (M. Dilbirligi, M. Erayman, D. Sandhu et al. 1997) . Numerical options were used at default values during the BLAST searches.
and K. S. Gill, unpublished results). To reveal the physical location of wheat R genes, 90 phenotypically characterized R R-gene identification by data mining: For data mining, 22 putative protein sequences corresponding to four major genes were first placed on the consensus genetic linkage map by using the following criteria: First, the genes and markers R-gene classes were used to perform TBLASTN (protein querytranslated database) searches at the National Center for Biopresent on multiple wheat genetic linkage maps were used as anchor markers for the construction of the consensus genetic technology Information (NCBI) GenBank EST database (nonmouse and nonhuman EST entries; est_others; http:/ /www. maps. Second, the markers and R genes present between two 
a Underlined R genes are functionally not proven. b Only the common domains were considered.
anchor markers on multiple maps were integrated relative to al. 1993). The aneuploid stocks and the EST clones were kindly provided by Bikram S. Gill and Olin Anderson, respectively. the anchors. Genetic distances among the integrated markers were standardized relative to the flanking anchors. Third, Each fragment band was mapped to a chromosomal region flanked by the breakpoints of the smallest deletion lacking the markers and R genes with a consistent location on various maps were incorporated. Finally, the R genes present on only fragment band and the largest deletion possessing it. Multiple fragment bands mapping on a chromosome arm were scored one or two genetic linkage maps were placed on the consensus genetic maps via common markers. If only one linked marker to be nonallelic (shown by a, b, and c at the end of the probe name) if the bands mapped to different chromosomal regions. was available, the R gene was mapped in a window around the marker. Genetic distances used for the construction of
The physical mapping information from the three homeothe consensus genetic linkage map are relative.
logues (A, B, and D ) was combined to localize the known R The consensus genetic linkage map was then compared with genes as well as the R-gene candidates to the smallest possible the consensus physical maps to reveal the physical location physical regions. The consensus physical map for each of the of the phenotypically characterized R genes. First, flanking seven wheat homeologous groups was constructed as premarkers for each physical region were identified on the conviously described (Gill et al. 1996a) . sensus genetic linkage map to localize encompassed R genes to the corresponding physical region. The R genes that were present very close to the flanking markers were also placed RESULTS but were marked with an asterisk (*). Additionally, the physical location of 17 group 5 R genes (marked " †") was extrap-RNA fingerprinting: Size separation of the RNA fingerolated on the basis of the location of other R genes present printing PCR product showed 76 bands with the p-loop/ on the arm.
GLPL primer combination. The p-loop/T primer combi-
Physical mapping of the R-gene candidates: A two-step mapping strategy was followed to physically map the putative nations generated 80-100 bands each (Figure 1a) . The (Figure 2 ). Genomic DNA isolation and gelblot analysis methods were as previously described (Gill et from the gels, reamplified, and cloned (Figure 1b) . Two structural and metabolic activities and thus were not analyzed further.
Motif analysis of the unique sequences: The MotifSearch (GCG) was performed for the 73 unique sequences to identify putative functional motifs and domains. In addition to the conserved p-loop (kinase-1a), 38 also had the predicted kinase-2 and kinase-3a motifs (Tables 3 and 4) . Of these, 17 contained an NB domain similar to that of the NB/LRR type of R genes and the remaining 21 were putative kinases. The consensus among the 17 NB/LRR types of sequences was GVGKTT for p-loop along with
The 21 putative kinases had an invariant aspartate (D) in kinase-2 and an arginine (R) in kinase-3a. Of the remaining 35 sequences, 21 had either a kinase-2 or a kinase-3a along with a p-loop motif as found in NB or kinase-encoding proteins. Fourteen sequences were not analyzed further as no motif other than a p-loop was observed.
Data mining: The full-length sequence comparisons identified 344 sequences homologous to 22 known R genes with E values ranging from Յ10 Ϫ1 to Յ10 Ϫ117 . Detailed structural analysis of these sequences was re- of the selected 344 sequences were compared with those of the cloned R genes. These analyses selected 176 sequences that were then used as query for BLASTX clones corresponding to each band were sequenced. search in the nonredundant protein database. Only the Additional clones were sequenced if two clones from sequences in which the best hit was a cloned R gene were a sample were different. A total of 385 clones were selected. The selected 163 sequences were analyzed with sequenced and analyzed. ContigExpress analysis of the VecScreen ORF Finder BLASTP programs (http://www. sequences resulted in 121 unique contigs. The longest ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). These sequences assembled into 99 sequence of each contig was used for further analysis contigs representing 67 NB/LRR types, 12 Xa21-like after sequences were confirmed to contain a p-loop (ki-(RLK), 11 Pto-like (PK), 7 Hm1-like, and 2 Hs1 pro1 -like nase-1a) motif. Individual Gap (GCG) analysis showed that sequences (Table 3) . For physical mapping, the largest 121 sequences shared 21% (UNL115-UNL175) to 90% clone from each contig was used as a probe. (UNL184-UNL185, UNL201-UNL202 and UNL208, and Physical mapping of R-gene candidates: A total of UNL139-UNL160) sequence similarity. Only ‫%72ف‬ of 166 best R-gene candidates, including 85 from RNA the sequences were closely related and sequence similarfingerprinting and 81 from data mining experiments, ity for the remaining 73% was Ͻ50%. Putative protein were physically mapped using wheat aneuploid stocks sequences of the 121 clones were analyzed by BLASTX (Tables 3 and 4 ). These R-gene candidates belonged to (Altschul et al. 1997 ; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ all known classes. Forty-five of these sequences were BLAST). Only 48 of these sequences showed homology unmappable because of either smear pattern or unreto the known or annotated genes and the remaining solved fragment bands on nullisomic-tetrasomic lines 73 were unique. Sequence similarity for 19 of the 48 was (Table 4) . Physical location of 121 sequences was re-Ͼ80% (E Յ 10 Ϫ40 ) and for the remaining was between 35 vealed using 335 deletion lines for all 21 wheat chromoand 80% (E Յ 10
Ϫ8
). Twenty-six sequences were R-gene somes (Figure 2 ). Four (4BL-6, 4BL-9, 5BL-11, and 6BS-candidates because of their homology to NB/LRR, Pto, 9) of the 339 deletion lines were not used for the final Xa21, or other types of R genes (Table 3 and Table 4 ).
analysis because of the discrepant results. Twenty-two sequences were homologous (BLASTX E The 121 probes detected 664 fragment bands of which 371 were mapped on chromosomes using either EcoRI values were Յ10 Ϫ29 to Յ10
Ϫ57
) to genes controlling cell or HindIII enzymes (Table 4 ). These 371 fragment of the loci (231 of 310) mapped to the distal 20% of the chromosomes. The only exception was Xunl200, bands represented 310 loci. Of these, 94 mapped on which mapped in the proximal regions of group 7 chrothe A-genome, 120 on the B-genome, and 96 on the mosomes (Figure 2 ). The majority of the NB/LRR and D-genome chromosomes (Figure 2 ; Table 4 ). Forty-NB/kinase types of R-gene candidates mapped to the seven loci were detected for wheat homeologous group distal regions of the chromosomes. The Hm1 and PK-1, 34 for 2, 45 for 3, 27 for 4, 67 for 5, 42 for 6, and 48 like gene sequences mapped in both distal and proximal were for group 7 chromosomes. The highest number regions (Figures 2 and 3) . Also, the fragments belonging of loci was detected on homeologous group 5 (22%) to the NB/LRR and NB/kinase classes of R genes and the lowest was detected on homeologous group 4 mapped to all homeologous groups of wheat. The PR (9%). The difference was not significant among other and RLK types of fragments mapped to five of the seven homeologous groups. Of the 121 probes, 17 detected homeologous groups. The PR type did not map on loci for only one, 21 for two, and the remaining 83 groups 2 and 3, and the RLK type was absent on groups detected loci for all three homeologous chromosomes 1 and 3. The PK type was absent on homeologous groups (Table 4) . 4, 6, and 7. Twenty-three probes detected paralogous loci. The
Various orthologous loci on the homeologues were probes UNL214, UNL216, BE426789, BF200008, and in the syntenic regions; therefore, it was possible to BE427790 detected loci on three different homeologous combine the physical mapping information from the groups ( Table 4 ). The number of bands detected by three homeologous chromosomes to generate a consenthese probes ranged between 7 and 15. Eighteen probes sus physical map (Figure 3 ). About 43% of the loci detected two paralogous loci each. The paralogous loci mapped to the short arms and 57% to the long arms detected by 6 of these probes were on the same chromo- (Figure 3 ; Table 5 ). Most of the candidate R-gene loci some (Table 4 ). The loci corresponding to these 23 localized to 26 chromosomal regions. These regions probes were 25 on the A-, 34 on the B-, and 25 on the encompassed ‫%61ف‬ of the wheat genome. Major differ-D-genome chromosomes (Figure 2 ; Table 4 ). These 23 ences were observed among various regions for both probes included 11 NB/LRR, six unique NB/kinases, the size and the number of the candidate R-gene loci. and three of the PK class of R genes. Some differences
The size of the regions ranged from 1 to 11% of the were observed among the various types of sequences respective chromosome and the number of loci ranged for the number of bands detected. The average number from 2 to 29. Some of these regions were very small in of bands for the NB/LRR, RLK, and PK classes of R size but contained a large number of the candidate genes was 6.1, 6.6, and 7.3, respectively. The unique NB/ R-gene loci. Five of these regions (short arm of groups kinases, Hm1, and the other types of R genes detected an 1, 2, and 3 and long arm of groups 5 and 6) contained average of ‫4ف‬ bands.
‫%74ف‬ of the loci but encompassed only ‫%5.3ف‬ of the The physical maps of the wheat chromosomes are genome (Figure 3 ). These regions of higher loci density shown in Figure 2 . The 121 probes detected loci on all were present mainly at the distal ends of the chromo-21 wheat chromosomes. The highest number (67) of somes. loci was detected on group 5 chromosomes and the Physical mapping of phenotypically characterized R lowest (27) on group 4. The number of loci for the genes: Physical mapping results of phenotypically charremaining homeologous groups was between 35 and 48 acterized wheat R genes are summarized in Figure 3  (Figure 2) . Most of the R-gene candidate loci mapped
and Tables 5 and 6 . Of the total 269 wheat R genes, 90 to the distal regions of the chromosomes. About 75% have been mapped relative to molecular markers and BE415090, BE604247, BE213346, BE499505, BE403520, BF482232, BE405531, BE443325, BE445978, BE492332, BE518042, BF473126, BF473851, BE425456, BE429766, BM134978, BI479697, BE517538, BM138661, BF445532, UNL177, UNL215, UNL172, UNL159, UNL176, UNL203, UNL101, UNL103, UNL186, UNL102, UNL193, UNL205, UNL108, UNLl114, UNL137, UNL180, UNL195, UNL131, UNL156, UNL158, UNL162, UNL165, UNL175, UNL178, UNL210, and UNL221 probes showed either smear pattern or unmappable bands. * ⌿ Novel sequences that show structural similarities to NB and kinase function rather than sequence homology. a a, b, and c suffixes show multiple loci for a certain probe. b Asterisks represent the identity level of sequences to the cloned R genes: *, Ͻ40%; **, 40-60%; ***, Ͼ60%. c Sequences with NB/kinase structure are identified using MotifSearch as proposed by Traut (1994). d Fragments contain Ͼ50% sequence homology to the kinase domain of both Xa21 and Pto genes. e DraI enzyme was used.
147 have been localized to chromosomes (Table 5 ; An example of the comparison of the consensus physi- McIntosh et al. 2000) . These wheat R genes confer cal with the genetic linkage maps is shown in online resistance against 18 different wheat pests (see Table  supplemental Figure 4 available at http://www.genetics. 5). The number of genes corresponding to the five org/supplemental/. The 90 phenotypically charactermajor wheat pests Lr, Sr, Yr, Pm, and H are 45, 46, 47,  ized R genes were reliably mapped to small chromo-34, and 24, respectively. The number of resistance genes somal regions by the comparative mapping approach. corresponding to the remaining 13 pests is 27 (McInSeventeen additional R genes were tentatively localized tosh et al. 2000) .
to physical regions on the basis of the location of candi- Figure 2 .-Physical maps of R-gene candidates on the wheat chromosomes. Chromosome length, arm ratio, and the C-banding patterns were drawn to scale following the nomenclature for standard karyotypes (Gill et al. 1991) . The deletion line breakpoints and FL of the retained arms are marked by arrows on the left of the chromosomes. Location of the candidate R-gene loci is given on the right. The size of these regions totaled Ͻ16% of the wheat genome. About 50% of both the phenotypically characgenes (mainly H) were localized to a region where several candidate R genes mapped (Figure 3 ). These genes, terized wheat R genes and the candidate R-gene loci mapped to five distal regions of chromosome groups 1, however, were not included in any further analysis. Physically mapped wheat R genes included 31 Lr, 30 Sr, 8 Yr, 2, and 3 short arms and 5 and 6 long arms encompassing Ͻ3% of the genome (Figure 3 ). 16 Pm, and an H resistance gene loci. The remaining 4 wheat R-gene loci were for Crr, Kb, and fusarium pathogens (Figure 3 ; Table 5 ). The short arms of the wheat DISCUSSION chromosomes contained 50 of the 90 R genes and the long arms contained 40 (Figure 3 ; Tables 5 and 6 ).
Resistance mechanism seems to be conserved among plants as most of the R genes share a strong structural While wheat group 1 and 2 chromosomes contained 41% of the R genes, homeologous group 3 had the least similarity irrespective of the host or the pest type. With an objective to utilize this structural similarity to isolate (6%) number. The five major types of wheat R genes were present in all seven groups (Figure 3 , Table 5 ).
R genes en masse, RGAs were amplified from genomic DNA using conserved motif primers (Kanazin et al. No specific pattern was observed for the type of wheat R genes.
1996; Leister et al. 1996; SanMiguel et al. 1996; Yu et al. 1996; Aarts et al. 1998; Collins et al. 1998 ; Seah et Both the location and the distribution pattern between the phenotypically characterized wheat R genes al. 1998; Shen et al. 1998) . This approach was not very successful probably because of the presence of pseuand the candidate R-gene sequences were very similar. Of the 26 regions, 18 contained ‫%87ف‬ of the R-gene dogenes that have structural similarities to the functional R genes. Furthermore, most of the functional R candidate loci and ‫%09ف‬ of the phenotypically characterized wheat R genes ( Figure 3 ; Table 5 ). The proporgenes have been shown to be single or few copies that will be out-competed by multiple-copy nonfunctional tional number in these regions was also similar. The exception was the long arm of group 2 chromosomes RGAs during random cloning and sequencing of the amplified genomic fragments. Analyses of ‫008ف‬ RGAs that contained eight of the known wheat R genes but lacked any of the candidate loci (Figure 3 ; Table 5 ).
from 20 plant species have identified only one functional were included in the regions and labeled by an asterisk (*). Wheat R genes labeled as " †" on the long arm of group 5 were tentatively located since the majority of the candidate R-gene fragments mapped only to that region. et al. 2002) . Our comparison for six major plants, each with an average of 200,000 ESTs, revealed that only dent of expression by size separating on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. As a result, bands corresponding ‫%5ف‬ of the RGAs are expressed (data not shown). The remaining are either nonfunctional or rare transcripts.
to abundant as well as rare transcripts were visible with similar intensity. Success of this approach can be realPattern of gene expression is very different among the cloned R genes. About 81% of the R genes appear ized from the fact that sequencing only 385 clones identified 121 unique sequences. Of these, 92 were rare to be rare transcripts as no EST is present for 32% and only one or two for the remaining (data not shown).
transcripts, including 73 unique sequences for which no wheat homologs or ESTs were observed in the database. Expression of 19% of the cloned R genes is very high, making it very difficult to clone the rare transcripts by Only a subset of the identified sequences contained the GLPL motif, as observed among the cloned R genes. any random cloning and sequencing approaches. We a Each group represents a consensus physical chromosome in Figure 2 . b Numbers outside and inside the parentheses represent the number of wheat R genes located and not located, respectively, in any physical region in Table 4 .
c Some sequences map to multiple loci.
These results suggest that using both GLPL and the in which phenotypically characterized wheat R genes mapped. The relative distribution of R-gene candidates poly(A) ϩ tail primers was a worthwhile approach.
Various approaches to compare structural resemamong various regions roughly matched that of the known R genes ( Figure 3 ; Table 5 ). The five major R blance to the known R genes identified 99 R-gene candidates from the identified EST sequences. Including the gene cluster regions that account for ‫%05ف‬ of the known R genes contained 43 of the R-gene candidates 121 identified by RNA fingerprinting, all 220 expressed sequences showed varying levels of structural similarity ( Figure 3 ; Table 5 ). Further characterization is necessary for finding a particular R-gene candidate correto the known R genes. Detailed sequence analysis of these R-gene candidates is given by M. Dilbirligi and sponding to a particular disease. K. S. Gill (unpublished results 
